CORPORATE CATHY
500+ Employees

ABOUT CATHY

As leader of a large company, Cathy may not be intricately involved in the details around corporate
giving. She sets the tone and is aware of large donations, but often leaves the details to someone else
or a designated team within the organization.

MOTIVATIONS

Likes to support good community partners
Identifies strategic philanthropic areas
Tends to support organizations that works with kids
Prefers program support over just sponsorship

A LEADER
OF A LARGE
COMPANY

OBSTACLE TO GIVING

Won’t support unless the organization is aligned with the company’s focus area for charitable
giving or isn’t classified as a 501C3

HOW SHE LOOKS AT PHILANTHROPY

Likely supports 3-5 other major causes
More likely to support a cause if several staff members volunteer for that organization
Very defined process for giving

CORPORATE CATHY
500+ Employees

HOW TO CONNECT WITH HER

Must be a personal ask, not via email or letter
Identity an influencer in the organization and share impact stories with that person(s)
Send in another CEO-level person to make the ask
Give information on program and services with metrics, program budget, staff roles and experience
Clearly show need for your organization

HOW CORPORATE CATHY GIVES

Getting the CEO involved is essential to company-wide buy-in
Typically reviews all donations once per year
May ask for non-profits to submit grant application
Make the ask well in advance (a year or two if a major donation is sought)
Donates by check
Show trend of contributions and ask them to give a little more
Approach them about Fund Drive and once you get them on board, transition to other ways
of giving (Bowl-A-Thon & 100-Hole Challenge)

WHY JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

Concerned about financial literacy and work readiness in future generations
Likes that JA touches kids throughout the state
Sees JA as an investment in the community

JA

HOW THEY CHAMPION JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
Fairly protective about asking staff to contribute
financially; promotes volunteerism instead
Tends to have staff meeting or volunteer fair where
volunteer opportunities are presented

MID-SIZED MARTY
75-499 Employees

ABOUT MARTY

Marty is an important voice for JA. Show him how his philanthropy is making an impact on the lives of
children. Be sure to include him as a contributor in your communication efforts to the community. Marty
is looking for non-financial opportunities for his team to be involved so consider him a good resource
for volunteers.

MOTIVATIONS

Giving back to the community in a meaningful way
is top motivator
Likes to give back to causes he cares about

AN IMPORTANT
VOICE FOR JA

OBSTACLES TO GIVING

Receives many requests for giving; can be a source of frustration due to lack of process internally
Hard to prioritize what organizations to support because there is so much need in the community

HOW HE LOOKS AT PHILANTHROPY

Philanthropic decisions usually made by a small group within the company
Likely supports United Way and other organizations that do good things in the community
More likely to support organizations who are also clients

MID-SIZED MARTY
75-499 Employees

HOW TO CONNECT WITH HIM

Tends to give to organizations they find exciting and in line with company values
Must be a personal ask as he will not respond to an email or letter
Put in the effort when asking; be passionate; send a video ahead of the appointment to get them
excited about your cause
Wants to understand the organization’s mission before committing to support

HOW MID-SIZED MARTY GIVES

May not have a strict budget for giving
Reviews giving opportunities on a case-by-case basis
Would likely increase their donation if asked
Gives by check; must submit invoice

EXPECTATIONS

Does not expect recognition for their support in the form of a plaque; would prefer their support be
known to the community
Would like feedback on effectiveness of the program to help them decide about continued support

WHY JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

Supports JA because the company values education and wants young people to become
better consumers
Likes that JA teaches skills not taught in school
Sees JA as a way to build their future workforce

JA

HOW THEY CHAMPION JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
Likely to encourage staff to volunteer, but will not ask them
to give financially
Will mention JA as a volunteer option because it aligns
with company vision; would be open to a presentation
from JA in that regard
Suggest that volunteering for JA will help staff
members become better at public speaking

SMALL BUSINESS SAM
<75 Employees

ABOUT SAM

Sam runs a lean company and gets a lot of great non-profit organizations asking for help. He wants to
support everything and can sometimes spread himself too thin in that regard. Because Sam gets a lot
of requests – many of which are small requests – it becomes a challenge to rise to the top of his
priority list.

MOTIVATIONS

Tends to support causes that someone in the office is
involved with
Likes to have a connection to the community and
will support those who support their business

WANTS TO
SUPPORT
EVERYTHING

OBSTACLE TO GIVING

Because they have a very informal approach to philanthropy, it may be hard to break through
the clutter

SMALL BUSINESS SAM
<75 Employees

HOW HE LOOKS AT PHILANTHROPY

To make the cut, there must be a tie to what the business does
Not very organized when it comes to giving
Tends to budget on calendar year
Wants to know what the money is used for and who it benefits
Has a very local view on giving

HOW TO GET HIS ATTENTION

Make an emotional connection to what Sam’s business does and what it stands for
Who does the ask very much affects the decision to give; keep it personal

HOW SMALL BUSINESS SAM GIVES

Wants a personal ask, not email or letter
Likes the convenience of paying online via credit card

EXPECTATIONS

Would appreciate periodic updates on what’s happening in the organization
Decision to give is more of an emotional decision; not a lot of detail is needed

WHY JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

Likely to support JA because of the educational impact; very connected to what the business
cares about
Answers his concerns about workforce development

JA

HOW THEY CHAMPION JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
Will encourage staff to volunteer but not likely to ask them to
contribute financially
May be willing to send staff an email with more information
about JA
Will stress to staff that volunteering for JA is good exposure
within the community

VOLUNTEER VICKI
ABOUT VICKI

Vicki is encouraged by her employer to volunteer her time for a good cause. She doesn’t know where
to turn but is likely to get involved if someone she knows is involved. Once Vicki becomes a part of JA,
she’s likely to champion the cause to others she knows.

MOTIVATIONS

Likes to have a personal connection to the causes she
supports with her time
Wants to feel good about doing something that
makes an impact

VOLUNTEERS
HER TIME FOR
A GOOD CAUSE

HOW SHE LOOKS AT PHILANTHROPY

She likes to make sure the organization she supports has credibility

VOLUNTEER VICKI
HOW TO GET HER ATTENTION

Is more likely to volunteer when a current volunteer can share his/her experiences
Talk in terms of impact; number of students or classrooms served
Wants to know what the organization does and who they serve
Wants to understand the time commitment up front
Wants to be asked personally

HOW VOLUNTEER VICKI GIVES

Would prefer to volunteer versus give financial support

EXPECTATIONS

Doesn’t expect recognition but sees it as a nice gesture

WHY JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

Sees JA as a long-term investment to keep young people off government programs and to avoid
financial trouble later in life

JA

